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STATE OF ASSAM   -Vs- SRI BIKASH RABHA &ONE 

 

IN THE COURT OF ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE::UDALGURI, ASSAM 

SESSIONS-75/2018 

u/s-306/34IPC 

THE STATE OF ASSAM--------Smti KhiteshwariRabha(Informant). 

-Vs- 

1. SRI BIKASH RABHA & 

2. SMTI PHULESHWARI RABHA   -------- Accused persons. 

PRESENT: NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED, (LL.M, AJS) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam  

APPEARANCE:    

(1) MrRajib Sharma: LdAddl. PP for the State. 

(2)MrD. Saharia: LdDefence Counsel. 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON       : 08.06.18, 13.08.18, 10.09.18, 29.10.2018,  

                                              30.11.18, 07.01.19, 27.02.19 & 19.03.2019. 

ARGUMENTSHEARD ON     : 09.04.2019. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON:20.04.2019. 

J U D G M E N T 

1.     The brief facts of the case is that on 24/07/2017 one Smti 

KhiteshwariRabhalodged an FIR with the O/C Tangla PS stating inter alia that 

on11/06/2017 her daughter AnjanaRabha was given in marriage with Sri 

BikashRabha of Chamuapara, Tangla. It is alleged that the husband and mother-

in-law of AnjanaRabha were committing torture on AnjanaRabhasince after few 

days of the marriage by demanding dowry and such torture was inflicted by 

them on 23.07.2017 and being unable to bear the torture, Anjanacommitted 

suicide by hanging inside her room at about 11.30 am. Hence the Case. 

2.      On receipt of the FIR,Tangla P.S Case No-102/2017, u/s-306/34 IPC was 

registered against the accused persons namely, Sri BikashRabha and Smti 

PhuleshwariRabha. Investigation into the case was commenced and after 
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completion of usualinvestigation, charge-sheet u/s-306/34 IPC was submitted 

against the accused persons namely, Sri BikashRabha and Smti 

PhuleshwariRabha, to face the trial.  

3.     In due course, the case was committed to the Court of Hon’ble Sessions 

Judge, Udalguri by the ld CJM, Udalguri and then the case was transferred to 

this Court for trial. 

4.   Trial of the case was commenced. The accused personsnamely, Sri 

BikashRabha and Smti PhuleshwariRabhaappeared before the Court to face trial. 

After hearing both the sides and perusing the case record, charge in writing u/s-

306/34 IPC was framed. On being read over and explained the contents of the 

charge u/s-306/34 IPC, the accused persons pleaded not guilty and claimed to 

face the trial. 

5.Points for Determination:- After considering the materials on record, I have 

found the following point for determination- 

Whetheron 23.07.2017 at about 11.30 am informant’s daughter AnjanaRabha 

committed suicide in the house of her in-laws on being abetted by the 

accused persons namely, Sri BikashRabha and Smti 

PhuleshwariRabhaby way of demanding dowry from her? 

6.     To bring home its charges, the prosecution side examined as many as 

sixteen (16) witnesses namely,Sri MontuRabhaas PW-1,Sri BhabisonRabhaas 

PW-2,Smti KhiteshwariRabha (informant) as PW-3, Sri NiloKantaRabhaas PW-4, 

Sri SukuramRabhaas PW-5, Sri JogeshwariRabha as PW-6, Dr B. C Boro as PW-

7, Sri KhagenRabha as PW-8, Sri BishnuBoro as PW-9, Sri Akhaya Das as PW-10, 

Sri GojenRabha as PW-11, DrTiloka Das as PW-12, Sri TankeshwarRabha as PW-

13, Sri DigantaRabha as PW-14, Sri Krishna Rabha as PW-15 and IO Sri 

MaheshwarSarma as PW-16.The prosecution side exhibitedtheSeizure Listas Ext-

1, FIR as Ext-2,Post Mortem Report as Ext-3; Final Opinion on Post Mortem 

Report as Ext-4, Seizure List as Ext-5, Report of Forensic Expert as Ext-6, 

Another Seizure List as Ext-7, Sketch Map of PO as Ext-8, Viscera Report as Ext-
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9 and Charge-sheet as Ext-10. After the closure of prosecution evidence, 

theaccused persons wereexamined u/s-313 Cr.P.C, wherein their stands were of 

total denial.The accuseddeclined toadducedefence evidence. I have also heard 

the arguments of both the sides. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE, DECISSION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7. To determine the above-mentioned point and to reach a judicial decision on 

the same, let me now adumbrate the evidences on record. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE, DECISSION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

8.      Beforeproceeding with the appreciation of evidences of PWs, let me refer 

to the arguments advanced by both the sides. The lddefence Counsel submitted 

that the accused persons did not abet the commission of suicide of the victim. 

The ld Counsel further submitted that the accused persons did not commit any 

sort of torture on the victim by demanding dowry or otherwise. The ld Addl. PP 

submitted that the prosecution has been able to prove that the accused persons 

abetted the commission of suicide of the victimby committing torture on her by 

demanding dowry. 

9.       Let me first take a look at the bare provision of Section 306 I.P.C which 

defines the offence. 

 “306. Abetment of suicide – If any person commits suicide, whoever abets 

the commission of such suicide, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 

description for a term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to 

fine.” 

10.On the other hand, “Abetment” has been defined under section 107 I.P.C. as 

follows- 

107. Abetment of a thing – A person abets the doing of a thing, who  

First – Instigates any person to do that thing; or  
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Secondly- Engages with one or more other person or persons in any conspiracy 

for the doing of that thing, if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance 

of that conspiracy, and in order to the doing of that thing; or  

Thirdly- Intentionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing.  

Explanation 2 to Section 107 provides as under – “Whoever, either prior to or at 

the time of the commission of an act, does anything in order to facilitate the 

commission of that act, and thereby facilitate the commission thereof, is said to 

aid the doing of that act.” 

11.   Abetment thus necessarily means some active suggestion or support to the 

commission of the offence. It is not necessary that the instigation should be only 

in words but it may be in the form of conduct also. 

12.     On the face of the above, let me now appreciate the evidence of the PWs 

to see whether the accused persons abetted the commission of suicide of the 

victim. The prosecution stand is that the husband and mother-in-law of 

AnjanaRabha were committing torture on AnjanaRabhasince after few days of 

the marriage by demanding dowry and such torture was also inflicted by them 

on 23.07.2017 and being unable to bear the torture, AnjanaRabha committed 

suicide by hanging inside her room at about 11.30 am. 

13.    That the death of the deceased was a case of suicide is evident from the 

evidence ofPW-7 who conducted post mortem examination of the deceased. 

PW-7 stated that hefound one ligature mark round the upper portion of the neck 

of the deceased and knot was present below the right ear just near the angle of 

mandible. PW-7 also stated that he had sent the viscera to FSL, Guwahati and 

the opinion on cause of death was kept pending by him till the receipt of report 

from FSL, Guwahati. PW-7 stated that lareron he received the report from FSL, 

Guwahati and the report showed absence of poison. Thus PW-7 stated that the 

death of AnjanaRabha was caused by asphyxia resulting from ante-mortem 

hanging.  
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14.        The most vital witness in this case is the mother of the victim (PW-3) as 

she can give the exact treatment meted out to her daughter by the accused 

persons since after her daughter’s marriage with the accused Sri BikashRabha. 

PW-3stated in her deposition that her daughter AnjanaRabha was in love with 

the accused Sri BikashRabha and that she was married to the accused 

BikashRabha on 11.06.2017. PW-3 also stated that she could not give any 

articles at the time of marriage as her husband had already expired. She further 

stated that after the marriage the accused persons were committing torture on 

her daughter by demanding dowry, which was informed to her by her daughter 

over phone. PW-3 stated that her daughter committed suicide on 24.07.2017 

and that on the date of commission of suicide, her daughter had talk with her 

over phone.  

15.    It can be seen that the informant (PW-3) deposed thather daughter 

committed suicide on 24.07.2017 and that on the date of commission of suicide, 

her daughter had talk with her over phone but she did not whisper as to 

whether her daughter had discussed anything about the commission of torture 

on her on that day during the telephonic conversation. Had the accused persons 

instigated the victim for committing suicide by way of committing torture on her, 

she would have narrated the same to her mother during that conversation over 

phone which took place on the day of commission of suicide. Further had the 

accused persons committed torture on the victim to such extent resulting 

commission of suicide by the victim, the victim or her mother would have 

resorted to legal action or at least there would have been meeting in the family 

level. But there is no evidence that such step was taken by the informant or the 

victim. Informant (PW-3) herself admitted that she did not lodge any FIR after 

coming to know that the accused persons were committing torture on her 

daughter by demanding dowry. PW-3 further admitted that he did not inform 

any of her neighbour about the demand of dowry by the accused persons.  

16.  None of the PWs have direct knowledge about the commission of torture on 

the victim by the accused persons. PW-1 stated that the accused persons were 

committing torture on AnjanaRabha for not fulfilling the demand and after about 
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one month of the marriage, AnjanaRabha committed suicide as she could not 

bear the torture inflicted on her by the accused persons. But during cross-

examination, PW-1 admitted that he did not state before the IO that the accused 

persons committed torture on the deceased AnjanaRabha on the date of 

incident. PW-2 stated that he heard that the deceased AnjanaRabha committed 

suicide after being assaulted by the accused persons. He also stated that he 

heard that the accused persons were not allowing the deceased to visit her 

parents’ house and that they were also demanding Rs-10,000/- from the 

deceased. But during cross-examination, PW-2 admitted that he stated before 

the IO that the family life of the deceased with the accused BikashRabha was 

running smoothly. So, it is seen that PW-2 made substantial improvement in his 

version at the time of deposing before the Court.   

17.   Further PW-5 deposed that he heard that the accused persons demanded 

dowry from the family members of the victim but the demand could not be 

fulfilled by the parents and then AnjanaRabha committed suicide. During cross-

examination, PW-5 admitted that he did not visit the house of the accused 

persons after the marriage of Anjana was Bikash and that she also did not talk 

with Anjana over phone. PW-14Sri DigantaRabhadeposed that on 

24.07.2017 he came to know that the wife of accused BikashRabha 

had committed suicide in the house of the accused persons. PW-14 

further stated that he heard that the accused persons were not 

allowing the victim to visit  the house of her parents. PW -14 also 

stated that he also heard that the accused persons were 

demanding dowry from the victim. During cross -examination, PW-

14 admitted that he visited the house of the accused persons 2/3 times and 

that he had never had any talk with the victim after her marriage.  

18.   PW-4 did not implicate the accused persons and during cross-examination, 

PW-4 admitted that he did not know the reason for the commission of suicide by 

AnjanaRabha.PW-6 stated in his deposition that he heard that AnjanaRabha 

committed suicide but he did not know the reasons for committing suicide. PW-

8deposed that about a year ago the wife of accused BikashRabha committed 
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suicide due to domestic dispute. But during cross-examination, PW-8 admitted 

that he did not state before the IO that there was quarrel between husband and 

wife. PW-9 Sri BishnuBoro stated in his deposition that he heard that the wife 

of accused BikashRabha committed suicide but he did not know the reasons for 

committing suicide. PW-10 Sri Akhya Das deposed he did not know as to why 

the victim committed suicide.PW-11also deposed that he did not know as to 

why the victim committed suicide.PW-13also stated that he did not know as to 

why Anjana committed suicide. PW-15stated in his deposition that on 

24.07.2017 he came to know that the wife of accused BikashRabha 

had committed suicide in the house of the accused persons and 

during cross-examination, PW-15 admitted thathe did not know the 

reasons for commission of suicide by the victim.  

19.    As far as the suicide note (Material Ext-1) is concerned, the 

prosecut ion has proved that the suicide note was infactwritten by 

the deceased.PW-12DrTilaka Das, who examined the alleged suicide note, 

stated in her deposition she compared the disputed writings with the supplied 

standard writings in all aspect of handwriting with necessary scientific 

instruments and found that the person who wrote the blue enclosed writings 

stamped and marked as A1 to A8 also wrote the red enclosed writings similarly 

marked and stamped as Q1 to Q 2. The defence did not cross-examine PW-12 

and as such there remains no doubt that the suicide note was written by the 

deceased.  

20.    Now coming to the contents of suicide note, it can beseen that the 

deceased has not whispered in the suicide note (Material Ext-1) that the accused 

persons were committing torture on her by demanding dowry, for which she had 

taken the step of committing suicide. On the basis of such suicide note, the 

penal liability can not be fastened on the accused persons in the absence of 

reliable oral evidence regarding abetment of suicide by the accused persons.   

21.    Evidence on record nowhere shows that the accused persons instigated or 

engaged in conspiracy or aided the commission of suicide by the victim. Further 
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as stated above, had the accused persons committed torture by demanding 

dowry, the victim had the option of filing FIR but neither the victim nor her 

mother resorted to such step earlier. Further had the torture been beyond the 

capacity of bearing, there would have been social meeting between the elders of 

both the families but the evidence of taking such stepsare not there on record. 

Commission of torture by demanding dowry or otherwise, even if presumed to 

have been done by the accused persons,the same cannotper se be termed as an 

instigation to commit suicide by the victim.  

22.     In Ganga Devi –Vs- State, Delhi Administration [(1985)28 Del LT 

35], the Delhi High Court held that mere reprimanding does not amount to 

instigation. 

23. The Hon’ble Apex Court in several decisions including Gangula Mohan 

Reddy – Vs – State of Andhra Pradesh [2010 SAR (Criminal) 155] discussed 

on the matter of commission of abetment and observed in the aforementioned 

decision at para 19 to 21 as follows –  

“19. This Court in Chitresh Kumar Chopra v. State (Govt. of NCT of Delhi) 

2009(11) SCALE 24 had an occasion to deal with this aspect of abetment. The 

court dealt with the dictionary meaning of the word “instigation” and “goading”.  

The court opined that there should be intention to provoke, incite or encourage 

the doing of an act by the latter. Each person’s suicidality pattern is different 

from the others.  Each person has his own idea of self-esteem and self-respect.  

Therefore, it is impossible to lay down any straight-jacket formula in dealing 

with such cases.  Each case has to be decided on the basis of its own facts and 

circumstances.” 

           “20. Abetment involves a mental process of instigating a person or 

intentionally aiding person in doing of a thing.  Without a positive act on the part 

of the accused to instigate or aid in committing suicide, conviction cannot be 

sustained.” 
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 “21. The intention of the Legislature and the ratio of the cases decided by this 

court is clear that in order to convict a person under section 306 IPC there has 

to be a clear mens rea to commit the offence. It also requires an active act or 

direct act which led the deceased to commit suicide seeing no option and this 

act must have been intended to push the deceased into such a position that he 

committed suicide.”  

24.        As stated earlier, in the case in hand there is no evidence of instigation 

or engaging in conspiracy or aiding by the accused persons in the commission of 

suicide by the victim. The evidence on record also does not reveal that the 

accused persons conducted themselves in such a manner which had left no 

option for the victim but to commit suicide.  

25.      Further the defence has successfully contradicted one vital stand of the 

PW-2 when the IO (PW-16) admitted that PW-2 stated before him that the 

family relation of the deceased with the accused BikashRabha was running 

peacefully.  

26.The principle of criminal jurisprudence is that the prosecution has to prove its 

case beyond reasonable doubt and in case of any doubt, the benefit of doubt 

has to be given to the accused. All the aforesaid adumbration and appreciation 

of evidences vis a vis the facts in hand, create doubt on the veracity of 

prosecution case and in such a situation, the penal liability cannot be fastened 

upon the accused persons. Considering the above appreciation of evidences, it 

can be said that the prosecution has failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt 

that the informant’s daughter AnjanaRabha committed suicide by hanging on the 

abetment of the accused persons. Hence the point as formulated above is 

decided against the prosecution. 

 27.     On the basis of the above adumbration and the decision reached in the foregoing 

points, it can be safely concluded that the prosecution has failed to prove its 

case against the accused persons namely, Sri BikashRabha and Smti 

PhuleshwariRabhabeyond reasonable doubt. As such, the accused persons 
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areacquitted of the chargeleveled against them. So, the accused persons be set 

at liberty forthwith. 

28.        The bail-bondsfor the accused persons would remain in force for the 

next six (6) months in view of Section- 437-A Cr.P.C. 

29.       Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 20th day of April, 

2019.   

 

(NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 

1.   PROSECUTION WITNESSES-- 

  I) PW-1: Sri MontuRabha; 

              II) PW-2              : Sri BhabisonRabha; 

              III) PW-3             : Smti KhiteshwariRabha (informant); 

              IV) PW-4             :Sri NiloKantaRabha; 

               V) PW-5            : Sri SukuramRabha; 

               VI) PW-6           : Sri JogeshwariRabha; 

               VII) PW-7           : Dr B. C Boro; 

                VIII) PW-8          : Sri KhagenRabha; 

                 IX) PW-9          : Sri BishnuBoro; 

                X) PW-10            : Sri Akhaya Das;  

                XI) PW-11          : Sri GojenRabha;  

                XII) PW-12         : DrTiloka Das; 

                XIII) PW-13    : Sri TankeshwarRabha;  
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                XIV) PW-14         : Sri DigantaRabha; 

                 XV) PW-15        : Sri Krishna Rabha& 

                 XVI) PW-16  : IO Sri MaheshwarSarma. 

2.   PROSECUTION EXHIBITS-            

I) Ext-1     : Seizure List; 

            II) Ext-2                   : FIR; 

            III) Ext-3                  : Post Mortem Report; 

            IV) Ext-4              : Final Opinion on Post Mortem Report; 

            V) Ext-5               : Seizure List; 

            VI) Ext-6           : Report of Forensic Expert; 

            VII) Ext-7          : Seizure List; 

            VIII) Ext-8          : Sketch Map of PO; 

             IX) Ext-9            :Viscera Report and 

             X) Ext-10            : Charge-sheet.  

3.    DEFENCE WITNESSES            : Nil 

4.    COURT WITNESSES/EXHIBITS  : Nil.                      

 

 

(NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 


